Tutoring Sessions
Options and Prices

Why online tutoring?
Articulate Language Camps prides itself in delivering dynamic, ‘out of the box’
language programmes for children and young people. Until now, we have done
this through working with schools during term time, delivering outdoor and
digital media workshops and residential programmes, and by hosting individuals
from all over the world for our summer camp programmes.
Due to Covid-19 restrictions and the fact our usual way of working isn’t possible,
our talented and engaging teachers will now deliver lessons to a range of ages
and stages from behind a screen using Zoom. We hope this ensures we can
continue to provide great educational experiences and enthuse people whom we
may not otherwise have taught.
We’d love for you to join us on this adventure!

Who will deliver my session?
Your session will be delivered by one of our trained, qualified teachers, who are
either native speakers of the foreign language or who have received an Honours
degree in the foreign languages they are teaching. Our team have a wealth of
experience working with all ages and ability levels and are particularly skilled in
ensuring that learners build confidence and skills in really using the language
they are studying.

What can we provide?
We can provide lessons in French, Spanish, German and English as a Foreign
Language.
In advance of beginning lessons, your assigned teacher will have a consultation
by phone or email to establish exactly what you, or your child, would like to
achieve from the sessions to make sure we can meet your expectations. We will
also ask about interests to make sure that lessons are relevant and engaging.
Consultations are free of charge.
Lessons can be delivered as often as you’d like - on a weekly, fortnightly or even
a sporadic basis.

Children (P1-7)
Our lessons for primary school aged children each focus on diﬀerent themes
dependent on individual interests - from cafés and safari to pirates and
exploring a new town. Learners are sent a vocabulary pack in advance of the
class which shows all resources needed for the lesson and they will easily be able
to use these alone under the direction of their teacher over the course of the
lesson.
Additional activities may sometimes be in the pack which can be completed
independently before the next session.

Young People (S1-S3)
Our lessons for young people in Broad General Education are delivered by GTC
registered secondary teachers. Sessions follow learner-directed interests as well
as building key skills that are in line with the curriculum. Key grammar skills are
covered to make sure that pupils are set in good stead for future language
learning.
Additional activities will sometimes be sent in a pack which can be completed
independently before the following session.

SQA Exam Revision and Support
For those who wish to get a head start or support on exam skills and coursework,
one of our GTC registered teachers (with experience in all Scottish certificated
classes) can deliver sessions.
Sessions use original, purpose-built materials that build vocabulary, exam skills
and confidence for upcoming exams and aim to help build pupils’ confidence
and fill any knowledge gaps before exam time.

Adults
Our lessons for adults can focus on holiday language, business language or can
support adults in their specific language learning goals.
By either enjoying a glass of wine while learning how to order food and drinks in
a Spanish cafe to learning how to greet others in a French business meeting, we
make sure adults enjoy their language learning process and build confidence
quickly.

Families
Our lessons for families will have something for everyone. Games and lots of
repetition for the children and young people involved and some more complex
elements to engage the parents and oﬀer a challenge to everyone. Lessons focus
on language needed when visiting the country and can focus on specific areas of
interest which the family have.
Additional activities can be sent in a pack which can be completed independently
before the following session.

How much does it cost?
Please see our price-list below.
Lesson Type

One Class (1 hour)

10 Class Block

Children (one-to-one)

£18

£160

Children (2-5 per session)

£20

£180

Young People (one-to-one) £18

£160

Young People (2-5 per

£20

£180

SQA Course Support

£25

£220

Adults (1-2 per session)

£20

£180

Families

£25

£220

session)

An invoice is sent showing Articulate's bank details to make a BACS transfer
following the first session.

What’s the next step?
If you are keen to get started, please just send us an email at info@articulatelanguagecamps.com, give us a call on 07791 698945 or contact us via any of our
social media platforms. We can then arrange a good time and day for the initial
consultation.
We look forward to meeting you! À bientôt! ¡Hasta pronto! Bis bald!

